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INTRODUCTION

In a highly reliable timing system, it may be desirable to have two atomic frequency standards
operating at all times, so that if one of them malfunctions, the other one can take over the timing func-
tion without a warm-up time lag. Also, cross checks might be performed to verify performance. Since
both standards could be installed close to each other, sharing power, ground, and control wiring, the
possibility of RF couplings between them causing frequency shifts in the unit being used as the sys-
tem's frequency reference, or impairing its frequency stability, must be addressed. As an example, the
current architecture of GPS Block JIR satellites envisions two atomic frequency standards being pow-
ered simultaneously, one as the active reference clock and the other as a hot standby; under most cir-
cumstances, both would be rubidium atomic frequency standards (RAFSs). In the satellite environ-
ment, potential couplings are definitely a concern. In order to assure that the system performance will
remain within acceptable bounds, the effect of these couplings must be evaluated, and the level of isola-
tion between clocks required to keep coupling effects acceptably small must be determined.

We have conducted an experimental program to determine the magnitude and characteristics of the
effects of RF coupling between two powered RAFSs by measuring frequency shifts and Allan
Variances of the active clock output as a function of the power coupled in from the hot-standby clock,
and the frequency offset between both clocks. The results presented and discussed in this report have
been obtained with EFRATOM FRK-L RAFSs, which were available in our laboratory.

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

Since the type and strength of the possible couplings between clocks will depend on the details of
their construction, as well as on their relative positions and orientations, wiring, etc., an evaluation of
the actual effects of those possible couplings on system performance would be extremely difficult
except on the final assembled hardware. The approach we have taken instead is to identify the worst
possible coupling modes, measure the effects of those couplings on clock performance, and then
determine the level of isolation required between clocks to insure that system requirements will be met

Preliminary analysis and experimentation indicated that direct coupling of the output of the
standby clock into the control input of the voltage-controlled quartz crystal oscillator (VCXO) of the
active clock results in the highest impact on the active clock's performance. We have investigated the
behavior of the active clock in this configuration, using the experimental arrangement shown in Figure
1. The output of the standby RAFS is fed, after suitable attenuation, into the active RAFS's VCXO
control point; the frequency offset, Af, between the two RAFS and the power level coupled in, Pc, can
be varied. The output frequency of the active RAFS is measured using standard heterodyning tech-
niques. An Oscilloquartz BVA VCXO is used as the frequency reference for the frequency synthesizer
and counter for integration times, t, of up to 103 s. Some of our results have been extended to 104
integration times by replacing the BVA VCXO by an FTS Model 5000 Cesium Beam Atomic Frequency
Standard (CAFS). Using this setup, we can measure active RAFS frequency shifts, 8f, and Allan
Deviations, cy(,), as a function of Af and Pc.
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Figure 1. Worst-case test configuration. The standby clock signal, offset by Af,
is injected at the VCXO voltage control pin of the active clock. A 80 dB variable
attenuator allows control of the signal level. The Allan Variance and frequency
shift of the active clock are measured using standard heterodyning techniques.

FREQUENCY SHIFTS

The fractional frequency shift, 8f, of the output of the active RAFS was measured with the
standby RAFS offset by Aflf- 10-9, 10.10, and 10-11. The level of the standby RAFS signal coupled
at the VCXO control point was adjusted using the 0-80 dB variable attenuator shown in Figure 1. Each
frequency shift measurement was corrected for drift by measah-rig the frequency of the uncoupled active
RAFS immediately before and after it. Figure 2 presents the measured frequency shifts for the three
nominal standby RAPS offsets versus the peak-to-peak coupled signal level in a log-log plot. The two
short lines at the center of the plot indicate the expected slopes for a shift proportional to the coupled
power (solid line) and the coupled amplitude (dashed line). Clearly, the data support a shift propor-
tional to the power. Figure 3 shows the frequency shifts measured for each one of the three offsets ver-
sus the coupled signal power into the 500 termination at the VCXO control point. Each data set was
fitted by a linear 8fIf-- (LPc law; the slopes are ct = 4.9, 5.2 and 5.5 x 10-1 1/mW for 8'/f -= 10-11,
10-10 and 10-9, respectively. The differences between the coefficients are not significant, indicating
that the frequency shifts are independent of the offset between the two RAFSs. The averaged frequency
shift coefficient for RF power applied at the VCXO control point is a = 5.2 x 10-1 l/mW.

The fact that the frequency shift is independent of the frequency offset between the clocks and is
also present when the active clock output is fed back into its own VCXO, in which case Af = 0, sug-
gests some type of non-linear rectification of the coupled signal as a likely origin of the power-depen-
dent frequency shift, with the small DC voltage thus generated coupling into the RAFS frequency
control loop before the integrator.
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Figure 2. Relative frequency shift of the active clock vs. injected signal level, for
three different frequency offsets between standby and active clocks, in a log-log
plot. The two lines display the slopes for amplitude- or power-dependent shifts.

FREQUENCY STABILITY MEASUREMENTS

The experimental arrangement shown in Figure I was also used to measure the Allan Variance of
the active RAFS as a function of standby RAFS offset and coupled signal level. The baseline Allan
Deviation of the active RAFS was first measured with the standby RAFS unpowered and then measured
again with the powered standby RAFS on the table in the same position as for all subsequent measure-
ments, but disconnected from the active RAFS. The lack of change in ay(r) indicates that no significant
unintended couplings between the two RAFSs were present. Figures 4 and 5 show the changes
induced in ay(r) by decreasing levels of signal being coupled at the control point of the active RAFS
VCXO, with the standby RAFS offset by AVf"= 10-9 and 10-10, respectively. In each case, for high
coupled power we see dramatic oscillations in the oy(T) data, which gradually disappear as more atten-
uation is inserted between the two RAFSs. When the coupled power is attenuated by 50 to 70 dB, the
baseline oy(T) has largely been recovered.

The period, T, of the oscillations can be estimated from the 10 dB attenuation data to be approxi-
mately 80 s for Aff - 10-9 and 540 s for Aff - 10-10. It is easy to show that in each case the period is
the reciprocal of the frequency offset between the clocks, corrected for the aforementioned power shift

T= I
W+ ad'f (1)
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Figure 3. Relative frequency shift of the active clack vs. coupled power level, for
three different offsets between standby and active clocks. The lines are one-
parameter fits; the slopes give the coupled-power shift coefficienL The differences
between the slopes are not significant.

where zt is the frequency shift coefficient discussed in the preceding section. Using (1), for 10 dB
attenuation, we obtain T = 75 s and T = 520 s for nominal fractional offsets 1O-9 and 10-10, repc
tively, in good agreement with the estimated periods. The cause of these oscillations is discussed in the
last section. Longer-tenn ay('r) data obtainecd using an FTS CAFS as the frequency reference shows
that the oscillatory behavior described above also occurs for longer averaging times.

SIMULATED-SWITCH CONFIGURATION

We have also explored a second configuration, shown in Figure 6, in which the highly attenuated
output of the standby clock is connected directly to the output of the active clock. This configuration
simulates the situation likely to be encountered in a space vehicle, where a switch operated by telemetry
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Figure 4. Allan Deviation of the active clock, with the standby clock offset by
1 x 10-9, for increasing attenuator settings. With 50 dB attenuation, the mea-
sured Allan Deviation is very close to the baseline.
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Figure 5. Allan Deviation of the active clock, with the standby clock offset by
1 x 10-10, for increasing attenuator settings. With 70 dB of attenuation, the
measured Allan Deviation is very close to baseline.
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Figure 6. "Simulated switch" configuration. The output of the standby clock is
connected to the output of the active clock through an attenuator, representing
the "open" side of a switch connecting both clocks to the rest of the timing sys-
tem on board a satellite. The measuring system is the same one used for the
worst-case configuration measurements.

connects the active clock to the rest of the timing system, while inserting a large (but, for a real switch,
finite) attenuation between the standby clock and the rest of the timing system.

Measurements of the frequency of the active clock showed it to be independent of both the offset
between clocks and the signal level being coupled from the standby clock. This is understandable since
the signal coupling was done outside the active clock; thus, there is no reason to expect its frequency to
shift in any way. On the other hand, ,frequency stability measurements showed exactly the same type of
oscillations in the Allan Deviation as observed in the first configuration. The period was still the recip-
rocal of the frequency offset between clocks, but in this case Af did not need to be corrected for the
coupled-power frequency shift.

In order to determine whether these oscillations involved any interaction of both signals within
the active clock, we inserted a unit-gain buffer amplifier between the active clock output and the con-
nection point. This insertion transmitted forward the signal from the active clock without change, but
added at least 33 dB of attenuation to any back- coupling of the signal of the standby clock into the
active clock via its output connector. Since the oscillations in the Allan Deviation were not affected by
this insertion, we must conclude that those oscillations simply reflect the presence in the clock signal of
an admixture of a second coherent signal at a slightly different frequency, as discussed in the next
section.

EFFECT OF A "BRIGH1 LINE" OF FREQUENCY FLUCTUATIONS

The relationship between a signal's Allan Variance, y(@) and its one-sided spectral density of fre-
quency fluctuations, Sy(I), is given [I] by:

S= 2J" Sy(f) sin4(•tr) df (2)
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For the situation described in the previous section, where the clock signal contains an admixture of a
second coherent signal, offset by Af

Sy) = (rz/2)Wf- N) , (3)

where r is the amplitude coupling coefficient. Inserting this expression for Sy(f) into (2), we obtain for
the Allan Deviation

r) = sn 2 'ft),xtAft (4)

which oscillates with period l/Af as shown in Figure 7. This oscillatory behavior is similar to what we
have measured in both of our test configurations. The similarity can be made more evident by adding a
white-noise FM contribution to Syf) to obtain

1[O7n + r2 sin 4(Ir~f't) ]1 2

(fta)2 (5)

This Allan Deviation, plotted in Figure 8, displays a dependence on t quite similar to what we have
observed. The most noticeable difference is that the oscillations in the measured ay(r) are damped out
faster than x- 1. This is quite likely due to the fact that 4f, which here was treated as a fixed parameter,
is actually a stochastic variable.
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Figure 7. Allan Deviation due to a "bright line" source of fractional frequency
fluctuations (normalized by the amplitude coupling coefficient, r) vs. averaging
time, in units of reciprocal frequency offset, Af.
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Figure 8. Allan Deviation calculated for a spectral density of frequency fluctua-
tions consisting of the sum of a white noise FM term and a "bright line" term.

CONCLUSIONS

This study has shown that the presence of a second, standby atomic frequency standard in a tim-
ing system will add an oscillatory term to the system's Allan Variance, thus impairing the system's
performance. These oscillations can be fully understood in terms of the linear superposition of the out-
puts of the two sources, without invoking any clock-dependent mechanism, and, thus, this conclusion
has very general validity. The amplitude of these oscillations will depend on the strength of the
coupling of the signal from the standby with the signal of the active clock, and can be made negligible
by inserting adequate isolation between them. For the configurations we have explored and for the two
Efratom RAFS we have used in this study, 70 dB was an adequate level of isolation.

Our study has also shown that under certain circumstances, the output frequency of the active
atomic clock may be shifted by coupling the output of the standby clock. This result depends sensi-
tively on the actual hardware and mode of coupling. In the conditions of our study (Efratom RAFS in a
worst possible case configuration with the standby clock output connected to the voltage control point
of the active clock VCXO), the frequency shift was independent of clock offset and dependent only on
the power level being coupled. The coupling coefficient was of the order of 5 x 10- 11/mW so that the
level of isolation required to reduce the Allan Variance oscillations to acceptable levels (approximately
70 dB) is more than adequate to make this frequency shift negligible.
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